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Introduction:

Imagine a large tsunami wave approaching the shore you’re standing on. Now imagine most
people don’t see the wave coming. As it strikes the shore, people begin to realize it’s happening
but it’s too late to get ready for the wave. Instead, they knee-jerk to the rising waters, with
people and things being severely affected.
That’s what’s just about to happen to HR. Most HR execs and enterprises don’t see the effects
caused by this tech tsunami wave - https://hvl.net/pdf/PatScannellHockeyStickShapedCurve.pdf.
It brings with it a wall of change affecting HR including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Changes to hiring processes for humans, smart digital identities of them, AI systems and
bots
Very different relationship management between employees, their smart digital identities,
AI systems and bots (both physical and digital)
Fundamental changes to the speed at which relationships are created, managed, and
terminated
Leveraging the tech to predict an employee or contractor’s behavior
Significant changes to employment contracts for employees, contractors, AI systems and
bots
Likely significant role changes and job loss due to automation at all levels within the
enterprise over time, not overnight
Fundamental changes to HR tech architecture including HRMS, underlying databases,
IAM architecture and enterprise security

I used one word to sum it up – YIKES!!!!!! That’s what this paper explains.
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Tech Change Curve:

Before diving into the tech tsunami waters, I want to make an important point. The curve not
only produces new tech at an increasing rate, BUT THE TECH INTERACTS WITH
OTHER TECH RAPIDLY CREATING NEW WAYS OF DOING THINGS. Let’s use an
example to illustrate this…
Here’s two recent tech developments related to quantum mechanics:
•
•

https://scitechdaily.com/major-breakthrough-as-quantum-computing-in-silicon-hits-99accuracy/ - showing it’s now possible to produce quantum computing chips
https://www.inverse.com/science/quantum-internet-future-teleportation - showing the
first small instance of quantum computing networks

What does this have to do with HR? EVERYTHING.
As the tech commercially emerges, it will be leveraged by AI systems and bots to do massive
computing locally creating, over time, not overnight, AGI (Artificial General Intelligence). It
will merge with developments in nanotechnology, sensors, et al to produce life-like human
interactions emotionally, physically, and digitally. Enterprises will see this, realizing the tech is
now here to begin to replace enterprise human roles with AI systems and bots in increasing
numbers.
Further, the tech spills over into being leveraged by things like AI/AR contact lenses/glasses.
Thus, a person wearing them can not only:
•
•

Identity you without your consent
But also predict your behavior, tell when you’re lying, etc.

Result - it will be quickly leveraged by job candidates, employees, contractors et al in both good
and bad ways.
My point? The rate of combing new tech with other tech, rapidly creates all sorts of new ways of
doing things, for good and bad purposes. Thus, HR will be increasingly buffeted by the rapid
changes.
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Hiring Practices:
Tech Used to Cheat and Predict People’s Behavior:
Skim this presentation I recently gave last March to ISSA Wisconsin:
•

“The Sky Isn’t Falling – But Security Models Must Change” https://hvl.net/pdf/ISSAWisconsinGHuntingtonPesentationMarch82022Final.pdf

It begins with Malicious Molly who’s going through a HR selection process for a job within
the enterprise in the C-suite. She leverages AI/AR contact lenses/glasses to cheat on her
assessments, as well as being able to predict interviewers emotions and behavior. She gets
the job and then leverages the same tech in the C-suite.
My point? Hiring practices must change to adjust for this. Skim this consulting deck to see risk
mitigation strategies:
•

“Rethinking HR Practices” https://hvl.net/pdf/RethinkingHRPracticesMarh32022GHuntington.pdf

AI Systems and Bots, Both Physical and Digital:
Skim this article:
•

“Entity Management System’” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/entity-managementsystem-guy-huntington/

Parts of the article discusses the implications of on-boarding Ai systems and bots within your
enterprise. It uses the example of a health enterprise wanting to leverage a bot called “MedBot1”.
Today, when the risk of identity assurance is medium to high, on the planet, there’s no legal
identity framework for AI systems/bots your enterprise can leverage. This will become a
growing problem for HR and legal departments.
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Credentials for Humans and AI Systems/Bots:
Skim this article:
•

“Verifiable Credentials For Humans and AI Systems/Bots” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/verifiable-credentials-humans-ai-systemsbots-guyhuntington/

Then go back and read the Entity Management System article
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/entity-management-system-guy-huntington/ where the health
enterprise wants to verify MedBot1’s credentials. Today, on the planet, there’s no legal identity
credential framework for AI systems and bots. This will become a growing problem for HR and
legal departments.

Legal Identity Relationships For Each Entity Within the Enterprise
In the Entity Management System article (https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/entity-managementsystem-guy-huntington/ , it discusses the hypothetical example of MedBot1 belonging to a hive
of other digital bots. An AI system can hypothetically create these types of entities at rates of
thousands to hundreds of thousands per second.
Thus, how’s HR and your enterprise going to be able to legally identify not only MedBot1 but
also the hive it belongs to? This requires new out of the box thinking and toolkits. Skim these
articles to learn what HR and Legal should be thinking of:
• “Legal Identity Relationships” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/digital-identity-legalrelationships-its-problem-guy-huntington/
• “TODA Primer” - https://engineering.todaq.net/TODA_Tech_Primer_v1.1.pdf
• ““Legal Identity & TODA” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/legal-identity-toda-guyhuntington/

Entering Entitles into a New Entity Management System:

HRMS’s began in the 80’s-90’s with enterprises wanting to centralize their human resources into
a common database. HR was the leader in this. Today’s HRMS isn’t up to snuff to deal with
what’s rapidly coming at HR. Like what?
•
•
•
•

AI leveraged smart digital identities of employees and contractors
AI systems and bots identities
Increasingly smart IoT devices leveraging AI
Addressing the increasingly complex relationships between all the above

My point? It requires a new “entity management system”. Which is why I wrote “Entity
Management System’” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/entity-management-system-guy6
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huntington/. It lays out the many new challenges associated with managing these new types of
entities.

Relationship Management
In the “old days” HR would assign employees/contractors “roles” which were then populated
into the HRMS. The HRMS would in turn automatically populate the enterprise LDAP
(Lightweight Directory Access Protocol), which the enterprise IAM (Identity Access
Management) system would then feed off to determine authorization rights. My point? This
will no longer work well in the new world HR is rapidly entering. Why?
Let’s use Jane Doe, your employee as an example. She has one or more smart AI leveraged
digital identities. Jane and her smart digital identities can interact with other employees,
contractors, Ai systems, digital bots, physical bots and increasingly smart IoT devices. Some of
these relationships might slowly change (e.g., traditional roles), while other relationships might
change on a second-by-second basis.
To understand this mind-bender, skim these two articles:
•
•

“New Physical/Cybersecurity Security Model” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/newphysicalcybersecurity-security-model-guy-huntington/
“Smart Cities - Contracts, Privacy, Data & Legal Identities”https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/smart-cities-contracts-privacy-data-legal-guyhuntington/

So, as Jane and her smart digital identities work within your enterprise, in the not-so-distant
future, on an second-by-second basis, her entities will need to assess their security using:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Physical - the place you are in at each moment in time
Digital - Any digital document, file, video et al you're interacting with at each moment in
time
Humans (physical and digital) - who you are interacting with or walking by at each
moment in time
AI systems/bots (both physical and digital) - who you're interacting with at each moment
in time
IoT - Any IoT device you're either interacting with or, that's able to take your biometric,
behavioral, neurodata and use this to identify you and/or predict your behavior at each
moment in time
Metaverse AI/AR/VR - any of these types of environments you're interacting with at each
moment in time
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So, down in the proverbial weeds, how will all this actually work? It requires the following:
•
•
•

Static and dynamic role creation, medication and termination for each entity by the new
entity management system
Use of graph databases replacing LDAP to populate out of the entity management system
the fast changing entity relationships
AI leveraged new IAM systems able to perform in real-time enforcement of the security
models

Centralized/Decentralized Authorization
As your enterprise digitizes, leveraging emerging tech like AI/AR/VR environments, with
entities able to work both physically and digitally at any place on the planet, it requires a rethink
of authorization rights. Let’s use MedBot1 in the “Entity Management System’” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/entity-management-system-guy-huntington/ article as an
example.
Hypothetically, it might be authorized to treat patients using medication on a restricted basis i.e.,
only able to use say medicines 1 and 2.
As well, consider Dr. Doe’s smart digital identity. It might be authorized to create delgatable
authorization rights. For example, on an emergency basis, it might be granted the ability to
dispense and use medicines 3, 4 and 5 for an hour to MedBot1.
Now come with me into the not-so-distant future. Skim this article:
•

“Microbots Able to Swim Through Your Body & Legal Identity” –
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/microbots-able-swim-through-your-body-legal-identityguy-huntington/

It describes micro-bots able to swim through our bodies doing diagnosis and treating cells, etc.
An authoritative source for the entities i.e., the “Entity Management System”, must create
authorization policies for these entities, stating what they can and can’t do within our body.
Just like the MedBot1 example above, the authorization policies might be time restricted and/or
delgatable.
As the tech curve unfolds, it means these scenarios above will become increasingly common in
all fields of business. So, you, the new entity management experts, must get yourself and your
enterprise ready now to address this. What’s required?
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Skim this article:
“Part IV – Toda Based Decentralized Enterprise Authentication and Authorization” –
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/part-iv-toda-based-decentralized-enterprise-guy-huntington/
It describes use of a protocol called TODA.
TODA
To do a deeper dive into TODA skim these two articles:
• “TODA Primer” - https://engineering.todaq.net/TODA_Tech_Primer_v1.1.pdf
• “Legal Identity & TODA” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/legal-identity-toda-guyhuntington/
Graph Databases
I have a friend, Derek Small, who’s company, Nulli, for the last several years, has been
pioneering the use of graph databases to replace or supplement LDAP within enterprises. I
strongly suggest you contact him.

Privacy:

I have an underlying premise. The new tech rapidly entering your enterprise, willingly or
unwillingly, will throw out the doors our old views of privacy. For example, Malicious Molly
will be easily, in the not-so-distant future, to be able to predict employee/contractor behavior in
real time as well as sending any type of data, in real time to Evil Inc. who might be located on
the other side of the planet.
What does this mean to HR? It will require new privacy policies on what’s acceptable in the
workplace.
Then there’s bots who’ll be increasingly used within your enterprise. A bot is what I call a
“whopper sized data collection platform”. It can easily, increasingly, record and use biometrics,
behavioral and, in the not-so-distant future, neurodata. As well it can record in real time
sensitive documents, physical areas, etc.
What does this mean to HR? It will require new privacy policies on what’s acceptable in the
workplace for Ai systems and bot entities.
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Entity Contracts:

Add all the above up and a whopper legal challenge is rapidly approaching HR and your
enterprise. From hiring through to specifying what an entity can and can’t do with predictive
behavioral data, through to fast paced role changes, all of this lands in your legal department’s
laps.
Thus, you the new “Entity experts” within your enterprise, must work very closely together with
your legal team to revamp your contracts. Skim this deck:
• “Changes In Enterprise Legal Departments” https://hvl.net/pdf/ChangesInEnterpriseLegalDeptsMarch42022GHuntington.pdf

Summary:

I hope you the HR expert can now see why you must evolve your department to become the
“Entity Management Department”. It’s a mind-bending shift.
Change will come at your department from all angles. As a result, you folks need to step up your
game. Contact me if you’d like to chat:

Guy Huntington
President Huntington Ventures Ltd.
“The Business of Identity Management”
https://www.hvl.net/
cell: 1-780-289-2776
LinkedIn: https://ca.linkedin.com/in/ghuntington
He lives in West Vancouver, BC, Canada
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About the Author:

Guy Huntington is a veteran identity architect, program and project manager who’s lead as well
as rescued many large identity projects with many of them involving identity federation. His past
clients include Boeing, Capital One, Kaiser Permanente, WestJet, Government of Alberta’s
Digital Citizen Identity and Authentication Program and Alberta Blue Cross. As one of his past
clients said “He is a great find, because he is able to do high quality strategic work but is also
well-versed in project management and technical details, so he can traverse easily from wide to
deep. With Guy, you get skills that would typically be encompassed in a small team of people.”
For the last six years, he’s been thinking, writing, and searching for new pieces with which to
rethink both human and AI System/Bot legal identities, corporate identities, as well as also
rethinking learning. He’s created architectures addressing this.
Guy consults on this.
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